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Important Notice – Disclaimer
This presentation (“Presentation”) is issued by Cooper Energy Limited ABN 93 096 170 295 (“Cooper Energy” or “COE”).
Summary information: This Presentation contains summary information about Cooper Energy and its activities as at the date of this Presentation and should not be considered to be comprehensive or to comprise all the information which a
shareholder or potential investor in Cooper Energy may require in order to determine whether to deal in Cooper Energy shares. The information in this Presentation is a general background and does not purport to be complete. It should be read in
conjunction with Cooper Energy’s periodic reports and other continuous disclosure announcements released to the Australian Securities Exchange, which are available at www.asx.com.au.
Not financial product advice: This Presentation is for information purposes only and is not a prospectus under Australian law (and will not be lodged with the Australian Securities and Investments Commission) or financial product or investment
advice or a recommendation to acquire Cooper Energy shares (nor does it or will it form any part of any contract to acquire Cooper Energy shares). It has been prepared without taking into account the objectives, financial situation or needs of
individuals. Before making an investment decision, prospective investors should consider the appropriateness of the information having regard to their own objectives, financial situation and needs and seek legal and taxation advice appropriate to their
jurisdiction. Cooper Energy is not licensed to provide financial product advice in respect of Cooper Energy shares. Cooling off rights do not apply to the acquisition of Cooper Energy shares.
Past performance: Past performance and pro forma historical financial information given in this Presentation is given for illustrative purposes only and should not be relied upon as (and is not) an indication of future performance. The historical
information included in this Presentation is, or is based on, information that has previously been released to the market.
Future performance: This Presentation may contain certain statements and projections provided by or on behalf of Cooper Energy with respect to anticipated future undertakings. Forward looking words such as, “expect”, “should”, “could”, “may”,
“predict”, “plan”, “will”, “believe”, “forecast”, “estimate”, “target” and other similar expressions are intended to identify forward-looking statements within the meaning of securities laws of applicable jurisdictions. Indications of, and guidance on, future
earnings, distributions and financial position and performance are also forward-looking statements. Forward-looking statements, opinions and estimates provided in this Presentation are based on assumptions and contingencies which are subject to
change without notice, as are statements about market and industry trends, which are based on interpretations of current market conditions. Forward-looking statements, including projections, forecasts, guidance on future earnings and estimates, are
provided as a general guide only and should not be relied upon as an indication or guarantee of future performance. There can be no assurance that actual outcomes will not differ materially from these forward-looking statements.
Qualified petroleum reserve and resources evaluator: This Presentation contains information on petroleum reserves and resources which is based on and fairly represents information and supporting documentation reviewed by Mr Andrew Thomas
who is a full time employee of Cooper Energy holding the position of General Manager, Exploration & Subsurface, holds a Bachelor of Science (Hons), is a member of the American Association of Petroleum Geologists and the Society of Petroleum
Engineers and is qualified in accordance with ASX Listing Rule 5.41 and has consented to the inclusion of this information in the form and context in which it appears.
Reserves and Contingent Resources estimates: Information on the company’s reserves and resources and their calculation are provided in the appendices to this presentation.
Investment risk: An investment in Cooper Energy shares is subject to investment and other known and unknown risks, some of which are beyond the control of Cooper Energy. None of Cooper Energy, any of its related bodies corporate or any other
person or organisation guarantees any particular rate of return or the performance of Cooper Energy, nor do any of them guarantee the repayment of capital from Cooper Energy or any particular tax treatment.
Not an offer: This Presentation is not and should not be considered an offer or an invitation to acquire Cooper Energy shares or any other financial products and does not and will not form any part of any contract for the acquisition of Cooper Energy
shares. This Presentation does not constitute an offer to sell, or the solicitation of an offer to buy, any securities in the United States or to, or for the account or benefit of, any “U.S. person” (as defined in Regulation S under the US Securities Act of
1933, as amended (“Securities Act”)) (“U.S. Person”). Cooper Energy shares have not been, and will not be, registered under the Securities Act or the securities laws of any state or other jurisdiction of the United States, and may not be offered or sold
in the United States or to any U.S. Person absent registration except in a transaction exempt from, or not subject to, the registration requirements of the Securities Act and any other applicable securities laws. This document may not be distributed or
released in the United States or to any U.S. person.
Rounding: All numbers in this presentation have been rounded. As a result, some total figures may differ insignificantly from totals obtained from arithmetic addition of the rounded numbers presented.
Currency: All financial information is expressed in Australian dollars unless otherwise specified.
P50 as it relates to costs is best estimate; P90 as it relates to costs is high estimate
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Recognise your thoughts, for your thoughts become your words;
…… your words become your actions;
…… your actions become your habits;
…… your habits become your character.
Recognise your character,
...... for your character becomes your legacy

Mahatma Gandhi
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Within 4 months Cooper Energy
expects to complete the first
offshore gas development in
eastern Australia in 6 years
- the Sole gas field.
Sole has elevated Cooper Energy
from:
• market cap. of ~$50 million to
~$840 million in 3 years; and
• Australia’s 5th largest listed E&P.
The story of Sole for Cooper
Energy begins in Perth….

Subsea 7 vessel “Seven Oceans” laying pipeline to Sole gas field

Cooper Energy 2002 - 2011
Strong cash flow and results from Cooper Basin and diverse international development &
exploration

• Opened up western flank of Cooper Basin
•
•
•
•

with Beach Petroleum
5 oil discoveries from first 3 wells in
Cooper Basin
Strong production and cash flow base
Surplus cash funded international program
Shareholder initiated review

Poland
Tunisia

Romania

Morocco
Cambodia

Indonesia

Exploration

Production

Head Office
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Revised strategy 2012
Fundamentals-focussed strategy to leverage cash flows into gas business for future opportunities

Focus on fundamentals of value for shareholders and customer outcomes:
 Office relocated from Perth to Adelaide: reduced cost, close to most valuable asset and cash generator
 Analysis of most competitive supply for future gas supply opportunities
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Identifying where to play the “gas to south-east Australia” opportunity
Strategy formulation began with basin by basin analysis of business fundamentals
Cooper Energy
investment criteria:
?

Suitable return for risk

?

Superior position on delivered
cost to the customer

?

In production or development
foreseeable within 5 years

?

Must add value to Cooper
Energy and/or opportunity for
Cooper Energy to add value

Analysis indicated the
Otway and Gippsland
Bains are the superior
sources of supply for
south-east Australia
Otway and Gippsland Basins

 Conventional gas
 Existing infrastructure
 Close to market
 Competitive on delivered cost
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Gas transaction timeline
Strategy implemented patiently respecting key asset selection criteria
2011

Strategy
initiation
Competitive
analysis

2012
Somerton Energy
• Onshore Otway
acreage
• technical
expertise
Bass Strait Oil (19.9%)
• Gippsland Basin
exposure and
acreage

Extensive onshore Otway position after Somerton Energy acquisition

“… that’s interesting. But you don’t have any gas...”
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Gas transaction timeline
Strategy implemented patiently respecting key asset selection criteria
2011

Strategy
initiation
Competitive
analysis

2012

2014

Somerton Energy
Bass Strait Oil

Basker,
Manta,
Gummy

“…but what do
you have in
Cooper Basin
unconventional
gas?....”
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Gas transaction timeline
Strategy implemented patiently respecting key asset selection criteria
2011

2012

Strategy
initiation
Competitive
analysis

Somerton
Energy
Bass Strait Oil

2014

Basker,
Manta,
Gummy

2015
Sole gas
field (50%)
Orbost Gas
Plant (50%)

“…but do you
think this gas
can find a
market at the
right price?”
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Gas transaction timeline
Strategy implemented patiently respecting key asset selection criteria
2011

2012

Strategy
initiation
Competitive
analysis

Somerton
Energy
Bass Strait Oil

2014

Basker,
Manta,
Gummy

2015
Sole gas
field
Orbost Gas
Plant

2016

Announces Santos
assets acquisition
• Otway
• Gippsland
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2015 – 2016: Santos Perth Project team complete Sole FEED
$605 million project involving subsea development and upgrade to Orbost Gas Plant
Offshore project: $355 million

•

Shore crossing

•

Production well (1 well to 2 wells)

•

Subsea installation

•

62 km pipeline and control umbilical

Onshore project upgrade: $250 million

• H2S removal unit
• Sour service inlet train
• Flare relocation
• Solid sulphur handling
• General refurbishment

“…but do you think you can get finance?...”
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2017: bringing the project, commercial agreements and finance together
Project came together with support of customers, alliance partners, shareholders and banks

FEB

JAN

 Alliance with APA  Subsea contract

 Acquire Santos

group

Victorian assets

 Move to 100% of
Sole and Orbost

 Completed

MAR

contracting 75%
of Sole gas for
financing

 APA to acquire

Orbost Gas Plant,
fund upgrade and
process Sole gas

awarded to Subsea
7

MAY

 Project ready to
proceed

 $151 million
equity raise

JUN

 Investigated

finance options
including bonds

AUG

 Sole project FID
 Fully

underwritten
$400 million
finance
package

 Senior bank

debt of $265
million

 Equity of $135
million

“…this is a cracker, why are financiers so conservative?”
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Sole Gas Project composition
Deliberate focus on quality counterparties and a long term perspective creating a robust project
Sole gas field contractors

Long term gas customers

Sole Gas
Project

Finance

Orbost Gas Plant
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Current status
93%1 complete and within budget. Offshore project on schedule for completion end-May.
Offshore project
Shore Crossing

Completed

Production wells

Umbilical

Completed

□ To be completed:

• Gas composition

• Installed
• Tested

65 km pipe laid &

• Reservoir to

expectations

• Production upside
potential

at 28 February 2019

Pipeline

Completed
confirmed

1 As

Onshore (APA)

Offshore project complete, available to supply
Orbost Gas Plant by end May 2019

May 2019

hydrotested

□ Repairs to isolated
section

□ Final testing

Orbost Gas Plant

□ To be completed:
□ Mechanical completion
□ Commissioning
□ Performance Test
□ APA forecast within
Sept Qtr

Firm gas supply
commences
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Drilling and completion of production wells
• 106 day drilling and completion using Diamond Offshore
Ocean Monarch

• Collaboration of teams from Perth (Drilling, Projects) and
Adelaide (Subsurface)

• Two wells; Sole-3 and Sole-4:
– near-horizontal reservoir completions of circa 100 m
– sandscreens and gravel pack (only deployed Sole-4)
• Sole-2 abandonment
• Completed with zero LTI, serious injury or environmental
events
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Sole-3 & 4 flow tests
• Sole-3 and Sole-4 flow tested over at least 24 hours
• Reservoir performance in line with expectations
• Combined production rate in excess of Orbost Gas Plant design
rate

• Gas composition: 1,000 ppm H2S consistent with Sole-2 and well
below design ceiling of 3,000 ppm

Diamond Offshore Ocean Monarch flowback of Sole-3, 5 July 2018

“…well done, you’ve delivered. How much can you
upscale production..?”
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Scenes from Sole
Wellhead

Sole wellhead

Sole-4 wellhead deployment
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Scenes from Sole
Pipeline weld and spool at Crib Point

Welded 1.5 km stalks, Crib Point

Subsea 7 vessel Seven Oceans spooling pipe at Crib Point
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Scenes from Sole
Seven Oceans spooling and laying pipe
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Orbost Gas Plant upgrade
Expected to come on-line September quarter 2019

Before: looking south-south-west

February 2019 looking south-west
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Impact of Sole on Cooper Energy gas business & contract portfolio
Gas production to rise 4 times and uncontracted gas available to market
Gas sales profile by project
contracted & uncontracted
PJ pa

4
4

4

4

6

4

Sole start or tail gas
4

4
8

Sole
In development for
start-up in September
quarter 2019

12

20
20

20

20

Sole uncontracted
11

20

20

20
6

16
6

Otway
7

6

3
2

13
6

8

7

7

6

5

Sole contracted

4

6

Otway uncontracted

Otway contracted
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FY18
FY19
FY20
FY21
FY22
FY23
FY24
FY25
FY26
FY27
FY28
FY29
FY30
Note:
• Sole sales which is subject to completion and Orbost Gas Plant availability which is scheduled for September quarter at a date to be advised by APA. Sole production for September quarter 2019 is uncontracted
and is shown as “Sole start or tail gas” above on the basis that gas not produced prior to the conclusion of the September quarter 2019 is deferred. Sole daily production rate assumed is 68 TJ/day
• Henry development well required for Casino Henry, expect to drill Dec ‘20 – Feb ‘21
• No exploration success
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• all numbers rounded

Growth after Sole
Perth and Adelaide teams - working on drilling and development plans to provide the next wave

Minerva Gas Plant

• Acquisition agreed and

expected to complete 2019

Drilling

Ocean Monarch is
contracted for 2019
Otway campaign.

• FY19: 2 exploration wells in
Offshore Otway Basin

• Connect to Casino Henry; cost

• FY20: Dombey-1 Onshore

• Low cost processing option for

• 2020-21: 2 to 5 wells

savings & productivity gains
new gas discoveries

Otway Basin

- Henry, Manta, follow up to
FY19 Otway drilling, VIC/P72
exploration
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2019 Offshore Otway Basin exploration
Low risk targets adjacent to producing fields and infrastructure to be drilled commencing May

•
•
•
•
•

Subsurface / structures well defined on 3D seismic data
Annie: Waarre C primary reservoir target (as in Minerva and Casino-5)
Elanora: Waarre A primary reservoir target (as in Casino-4, Henry and Netherby)
High deliverability production wells, simple development to pipeline tie-in 7-10 km
Success to be followed by purpose-designed production wells in FY21
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Today - a team of teams in Perth & Adelaide - “one team”
Adelaide office
Perth office

Cooper Basin oil

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

45 FTE people
Operations
Exploration & Subsurface
HSEC
Commercial & Gas Marketing
Finance
Legal
Corporate

• 39 FTE people
• Projects
• Drilling
Sole Gas Project

Onshore gas exploration

Gas production

Offshore gas exploration
& development
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Messages
1. Opportunities exist

… required a market focus, long term vision and disciplined
strategy development and application

2. Support is there

… for projects with the right fundamentals. Capital, talent, joint
venture partners customers, suppliers and employees will all
flow to fundamentally good projects

3. It’s the team and relationships that make
delivery possible
… Sole is being delivered through collaboration of teams in

Perth and Adelaide, a stable and committed management
team and 7 years of support of Cooper Energy shareholders
which made financing possible

1.5 km pipeline stalks ready for spooling onto pipelay vessel

Thank-you

Skandi Acergy laying control umbilical
offshore Orbost Gas Plant

